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DRAWING & STENCILLING
Charcoal Willow charcoal of a consistent 
high quality. We stock the largest size of willow 
which is approx 20 mm diameter! You might 
need a Charcoal Holder [page 71].

Charcoal         box qty   code   price
Thin         25 sticks   PAT652   £3.16
Medium        25 sticks   PAT651   £3.91
Scene Painter’s      12 sticks   PAT650   £5.21
Extra Thick       4 sticks   PAT650ET   £4.16
Tree Sticks [140 x approx 20 mm Ø]  each   PAT650TS   £2.16

Charcoal Pencils            code   price
Charcoal Pencils     each   PAT656   £1.89

Chalk For throwing at school children.

 Chalk  box qty   code   price
   100    TOL695   £7.20

Pencils The very best drawing pencils. Made in Cumbria. HB stands 
for Hard Black. The higher the H number, the harder the pencil and the 
higher the B number, the blacker [or softer] the pencil. The hardness 
is made by adding clay to the graphite. Sold individually.

Derwent Pencils            code   price
Graphic 2H           PAT655   £1.25
Graphic HB           PAT654   £1.35
Graphic 2B           PAT653   £1.25

Set of 12 Derwent Graphic Pencils   tin qty   code   price
4H to 6B Pencils      12    PAT660   £11.33

Berol Mirado Writing Pencils     box qty   code   price
HB Pencils       12    PAT649HB   £4.30

Carpenter’s Pencils [that won’t roll]      code   price
Hard [Green]           PAT657   £0.69
Medium [Red]           PAT658   £0.69
Soft [Blue]           PAT659   £0.69

Grease Pencils [Chinagraph] Finer, more fixed and don’t smudge 
as much. Easily removed with a damp cloth or Amberclens. Good 
colours. Careful, though: the finer point will leave an indentation on 
gels. 

Grease Pencils            code        price                      code         price 
      Black  PATCGPBK  £1.58               White PATCGPWH   £1.58
      Red    PATCGPRE  £1.58               Blue   PATCGPBL    £1.58
      Yellow PATCGPYE   £1.58

Rubbers and Pencil Sharpeners
Drawing Materials  code   price
Windsor & Newton Rubber   DRWWCFGE            £1.70
Daler Kneadable Rubber    DRWDAPRS           £2.84
Canister Pencil Sharpener  DRW925001           £1.45

Black Pentel Markers 
Popular permanent markers.

Black Pentel Markers           code   price
Bullet Point [N50]         PAT665   £1.65
Chisel Point [N60]         PAT665C   £1.65

Sharpies  The artist’s and 
celebrity’s choice of marker. 
Permanent on most surfaces, fade- 

and water-resistant, quick drying ink. Also available in retractable. 
They are incredibly useful little pens!

Sharpie Markers                               code              price          12 +
Fine Point                              PATS81107B       £1.30          £1.16
Retractable Fine Point                PAT713862        £2.10         £1.89

Metal Marker Valve action 
bullet point paint marker for 

marking metal, glass, plastic etc. Dries in 3 minutes. White. 
Metal Marker                                  code                            price

Bullet Point                            PAT685                         £6.39

Scenery Scale Rule 
This triangular section theatre rule 
features three laser etched scales. 
It is made of lightweight aluminium 
with a black finish. 

4 Triangular section  4 Black Anodised  4 4 ft imperial markings
4 Three common scales  4	Flush one end — great for model boxes! 
4 Supplied wrapped in tissue in card storage tube  4 Laser etched 

Scenery Scale Rule                            code                            price
[metric scales 1:25, 1:50, 1:100]        DRWSSR                       £25.00

Linex Scale Rules The 382 black aluminium triangular scale 
rule has coloured identification stripes and 11 divisions. The 325 is 
popular and offers fantastic value but still has all the metric scales 
commonly used on theatre plans. The 415 is a small 150 mm flat rule 
which fits easily in the pocket. The 305 is the professional’s choice 
as it is engine divided, has coloured stripes to quickly identify the 
scale and is supplied in a strong triangular storage box. The 308 is 
also engine divided.

Linex Scale Rules                                                 code         price
382 Black Aluminium Scale Rule, Triangular 
[metric scales 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, 1:20, 1:50, 1:100, 1:200         DRW382     £13.87
1:500, 1:1000, 1:1250, 1:2500]
325 College Scale Rule, Triangular 
[metric scales 1:20, 1:25, 1:331⁄3, 1:50, 1:75, 1:100]        DRW325      £8.36
415 Division Divided Scale Rule, Flat 
150 mm pocket size [metric scales 1:1, 1:20, 1:25, 1:50]  DRW415     £14.28
308 Engine Divided Scale Rule, Triangular
[metric scales 1:15, 1:20, 1:25, 1:50, 1:75, 1:100]            DRW308    £24.15

Adjustable Set Square 
Clear acrylic with a bevel edge. A 
Linex quality product, chosen for its 
practical use on the theatre drawing 
board. If the person who drew the 
first drawing board got it wrong, 
what would he/she go back to?

Linex Set Square                               code                            price
200 x 250 mm                         DRWA11208B                   £18.65

CHARCOAL

CHALK, PENCILS & MARKERS
SCALE RULES AND DRAUGHTING
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Giant Drawing Tools Very useful for marking out scenery 
prior to painting. To protect your work, the compass is held steady by 
a rubber tip. The other leg ends in a chalk holder. To give you an idea 
of scale the ruler at the bottom is 1 m long. 

Linex Blackboard Drawing Tools     code  list price
Ruler, 1 m, metric divisions     DRWB100N £13.47 £9.98
Set Square, 45°, 90°      DRWB245N £6.49 £4.80
Set Square, 30°, 60°      DRWB260N £6.49 £4.80
Protractor, 180° with 340 mm Ø   DRWB180N £10.80 £8.00
Compass, length 420 mm     DRWB300N £20.89   £15.48
Blackboard Drawing Set 
[contains all items listed above]   DRWBBSN £38.93    £29.50

Großmann Straight Edge  
A very special tool for the professional 
scenic artist. The 1 m long lightweight 
aluminium straight edge is 100 mm deep 
and 14 mm thick. It has a 880 mm long 
handle for comfortable working on floor 

cloths. Beautifully made.

Großmann 1 m Straight Edge L x D x thk    code   price
      1,000 x 100 x 14 mm  PBR91010   £99.98

Großmann Square Made from a lightweight 
aluminium, this square is supplied with a 880 mm 
long handle for comfortable marking out of floor 
laid cloths. Each side is 500 x 100 x 14 mm thick. 
A piece of equipment to treasure. Other sizes 
available to order up to 2 m.

The aluminium handle can be used on any of the 
Großmann brushes see pages 70 and 71.

Großmann Square    L x D x thk    code   price
      500 x 100 x 14 mm  PBR92005   £144.74

For marking out treads and raked stages take a look at the Roll-up 
Straight Edge and Roll-up T-Square [page 285].

Aluminium Straight Edge 8 ft Long hollow aluminium 
straight edge with one feather edge. Ideal for marking out large pieces 
of scenery and sheets of plywood. Tubular handles [not included – see 
page 245] can be self-tapped onto the back to provide an easier grip 
for working on paint frames.

Faithfull Straight Edge   LxDxH      code list price
      2,438 x 93 x 25 mm  TOLFAIFE8 £53.91 £45.83

Carbon Steel Straight Edge Surface ground all over with an 
accurately finished bevel edge. Ideal for modelmaking and propwork. 

Carbon Steel Straight Edge      code      list  price
1 m           MAU17001    £53.98 £47.22

Safety Rule With a unique M profile which keeps the fingers well 
away from any knife edge when used for cutting or scoring card etc. 
The rule is stainless steel to give a long corrosion-free life. Metric and 
imperial scales. Weight: 117 g.

Safety Rule    length      code    price
    300 mm [12”]    MAU1773012   £2.57

ACM Box Set Made by Swann-
Morton, one of the world’s leading 
surgical blade manufacturers to the 
same high standards surgeons demand 
and for which the company is renowned. 
The comprehensive set includes 13 
precision ground carbon steel blades, 
together with 3 handles. With easy blade 
changing, the 10 blade shapes offer 
cutting edge versatility all from one set.

o Supplied in plastic case with: 3 handles, two No.2, three No.11, one 
each of No’s. 7, 10, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24 & 28 blades.

Craft Knife Set          code    price
           TOL9101ACM   £26.13

Self-Healing Cutting Mat 
Ideal for cutting stencils and model 
making without wrecking your table! 
A2 size.

A2 Self-Healing Mat  LxW      code    price
    594 x 420 mm   DRWCMB4560   £16.15

Flexible Curve Containing a 
flexible lead core surrounded by vinyl. 
Raised edged for ink ruling or pencil 
lines. Suitable for drawing curves as 
small as 15 mm. Metric markings both 
sides.

Flexible Curve   length      code    price
    600 mm     DRWFC60N   £6.98

Circle Template College Circle 
Template offers great value. It contains 
circles from 1 – 35 mm diameter. I 
suppose you do everything on Auto-Cad 

nowadays and these will languish on our shelves until they get put in 
the local museum.

College Circle Template        code    price
           DRW116    £8.29

GIANT DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

STRAIGHT EDGES

CRAFT KNIFE SET

CUTTING MATS

NOT STRAIGHT EDGES

Tradeline
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Oiled Manila Stencil Paper 
We tried something different, it didn’t go 
down well, so we are back to this traditional 
orangey-brown stencil paper with the 
wonderful smell. 275 gsm. See page 300 for 
Scalpels and Cutting Mats. See also page 197 
for Tarred Marlin which has no relation to 
stencil paper but it smells good, too.

Oiled Manila   L x D       code  list price
Stencil Paper 762 x 508 mm [30 x 20”]  PAT692 £5.17 £4.02

Mylar Stencil Paper is a tough 
transparent polyester film which can be 
cut with a scalpel or a hot knife. It has the 
advantage of allowing the artist to see the 
design work whilst working on the stencil. 

Mylar Stencil Paper L x D   thk   code    price
Sheet  450 x 600 mm 125 microns PAT695   £1.09
Roll   10 m x 600 mm     PAT695R   £29.98

Hot Pen Quickly cuts complex stencils in 
the Mylar stencil paper.

Hot Pen            code    price
To cut Mylar Stencils       PAT698   £24.24
Spare pen stylus        PAT699   £7.58

Stencils Non-interlocking zinc stencils 
available in numbers or letters. Also 
available in other sizes.

Stencils   size        code    price
Letter  1 1⁄2”       DRWSTNL112   £14.94
Number  1 1⁄2”       DRWSTNF112   £5.55
Letter  2 1⁄2”       DRWSTNL212   £21.22
Number  2 1⁄2”        DRWSTNF212   £7.72

Tracing Paper Weight: 90 g.

Tracing paper  L x D       code    price
Roll   25 m x 841 mm     PAT693   £25.26

Black Foam Board This board is ideal 
for making model boxes. It is easy to cut, 
ultra lightweight and makes strong and rigid 
constructions. Corners can be temporarily 
fixed with pins so large models can be taken 
apart for transport. Unfortunately, we are 
only able to sell single sheets from our 
shop because of the risk of damage by our 
couriers. Pack quantities can be delivered.

Black Foam Board L x D x thk      code  price 20 +
   594 x 420 x 5 mm    PROWF7002 £3.07 £2.77

Brown Kraft Paper Strong paper made by the Kraft process. 
Paper weight: 88 g/m2. Roll weight: 18.5 kg. 

Brown Kraft Paper L x D        code   price
Roll   225 m [+/- 10%] x 900 mm   PAT694   £39.98

Bogus Paper Bogus paper is a recycled 
versatile multipurpose economical grey 
paper that provides great absorbency. It 
has a slightly rough but soft finish. Since it 
absorbs so much moisture it is a fantastic 

product for covering paint floors prior to laying out cloths. 
4 Avoids water pooling up under gauzes and helps to prevent stains 
 caused by flame retarding chemicals
4 Protects your paint floor from textures and stains
4 Aids drying time of cloths
4 Lays out flatter than polythene sheeting [page 351]
4 Extra wide size 1,524 mm [60”] and heaviest weight available!

Bogus Paper            length      area                code                  price
Per cut metre   1 m           16.4 sq ft [1.5 m2]     SAFBOGUS60         £0.59
Full Roll         515 ft [157 m]  2,575 sq ft [235.5 m2]  SAFBOGUS60D      £65.00

Black Sketch Books This strong hardback 
Daler Rowney book has 62 acid-free cartridge 
paper leaves. It makes an excellent book for taking 
production notes or making sketches, or making 
sketches when you should be taking production 
notes.

Sketch Book 150 g/m2          code list price
A4             DRW701 £12.50 £9.67
A5             DRW702 £9.21 £7.12

Construction Master Pro V3.1  
Not just an ordinary calculator! This immensely 
useful machine is an advanced feet-inch-fraction 
calculator with instant metric conversion. If you 
are working from imperial drawings you can 
instantly find out how many square metres in a 16’ 

313/16” Ø revolve. The perfect calculator for production managers, 
scenic carpenters and engineers, draughtsmen and women, scenic 
artists, stage managers and anyone who works backstage. Highly 
recommended with proven hard service.
4 Instantly converts imperial/metric including fractions up to 1/64”
4 Includes cubic/cylinder/revolve/stair conversions and calculations
q	Supplied in a rugged hard case for protection with: easy to use field 
guide plus full instruction booklet.

Construction Master Pro v3.1        code   price
Model 4065 v3.1          DRWCMPRO  £49.00

Project Calculator This straightforward 
calculator will work out how much paint you will 
need to buy from us — saving you money and doing 
us no favours at all. Just enter the area and it will 
say how many litres, tiles, bricks, rolls of wallpaper 
etc. are needed. Great for quoting.

Project Calculator           code   price
             DRW8528   £18.00

STENCIL PAPER

PAPER & CARD

SKETCH BOOKS

SPECIALIST CALCULATORS
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